Revising the common understanding of metamagnetism in the molecule-based bisdithiazolyl BDTMe compound
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ABSTRACT

The BDTMe molecule-based material is the first example of a thiazy1 radical to exhibit metamagnetic behavior. Contrary to the common idea that metamagnetism occurs in low-dimensional systems, it is found that BDTMe magnetic topology consists of a complex 3D network of almost isotropic ferromagnetic spin-ladders that are coupled ferromagnetically and further connected by some weaker antiferromagnetic interactions. Calculated magnetic susceptibility $\chi T(T)$ data is in agreement with experiment. Calculated M(H) data clearly show the typical sigmoidal shape of a metamagnet at temperatures below 2K. The calculated critical field becomes more apparent in the dM/dH(H) plot, being in very good agreement with experiment. Our computational study concludes that the magnetic topology of BDTMe is preserved throughout the entire experimental range of temperatures (0-100K). Accordingly, the ground state is the same irrespective of the temperature at which we study the BDTMe crystal. Revising the commonly accepted understanding of a metamagnet explained as ground state changing from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic, the Boltzmann population of the different states is here suggested to be the key concept: at 2K the ground singlet state has more weight (24%) than at 10K (1.5%), where excited states have an important role. Changes in the antiferromagnetic interactions that couple the ferromagnetic skeleton of BDTMe will directly affect the population of the distinct states that belong to a given magnetic topology and thus its magnetic response. Accordingly, this strategy could be valid for a wide range of bisdithiazolyl BDT-compounds whose magnetism can be tuned by means of weak antiferromagnetic interactions.

INTRODUCTION

New molecular materials with targeted physical properties are an area of current interest from both fundamental and applicative points of view. Molecule-based magnets exhibit a wide variety of bonding and structural motifs. These include one-, two-, and three-dimensional (1D, 2D, and 3D, respectively) network structures by variation of metal atoms, organic radicals, and ligands.[1] The contemporary challenge to the synthetic chemists is to produce new compounds with pre-assigned magnetic, electrical, and optical properties and, for this, the rational synthetic design is addressed to tune the solid-state structure. The ability to manipulate magnetic coupling and/or charge transfer between spin carriers is thus the key to creating new multifunctional materials.[2,3,4]
Neutral heterocyclic radicals containing sulfur/selenium–nitrogen rings, i.e., heterocyclic thiazyl/selenazyl radicals, play important roles in the development of molecule-based functional materials [5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. In fact, there is a long-lasting interest in the charge transport [14,15,16,17] and magnetic [8,18,19,20] properties of heterocyclic thiazyl and selenazyl radicals, as the presence of heavy heteroatoms in these systems enhances both intermolecular electronic and magnetic exchange interactions.[10,21,22] In such compounds, the crucial component is the conjugated π-electron system. Specifically, the interactions between the π-systems of the radicals play the key role in determining magnetic and electrical properties. Therefore, attempts to modulate the π-interactions among radicals by crystal engineering have been highly pursued.[23,24,25,26,27] Within this context, the resonance stabilized bisdithiazolyl framework BDTR$_1$R$_2$ (Figure 1a) represents an appealing building block.[28,29] In particular, bisdithiazolyl units have proved to be ideal candidates to address the challenge of building multi-dimensional magnetism in molecular materials, for which their exposed skeleton allows for intermolecular weak hydrogen bonds and π–π interactions.[30] Modification of the axial substituents R$_1$/R$_2$ and the incorporation of selenium have provided a wide range of materials showing both enhanced conductivity [12,31,32,33,34] and interesting magnetic properties, such as ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism, antiferromagnetism, metamagnetic behavior, and spin-Peierls transition.[32,35,36,37,38,39,40,41]

Former experience in bistable dithiazolyl DTA [42,43,44,45,46] and multi-orbital semiquinone-bridged bisdithiazolyl XBBO [47] compounds triggered us to undertake the study of the bisdithiazolyl compound BDTMe (see Figure 1a, where R$_1$=CH$_3$ and R$_2$=H, whose systematic nomenclature is 4-Methyl-4H-bis(1,2,3)dithiazolo(4,5-b:5’,4’-e)pyrid-3-yl radical [39]), since it is the first example of a thiazyl radical to exhibit metamagnetic

Figure 1. (a) BDTR$_1$R$_2$ chemical formula, where BDT stands for the C$_5$N$_3$S$_4$ bisdithiazolyl skeleton. (b) BDTMe monomer spin density distribution (isodensity surface = 0.002 au).
behavior. Metamagnetism is a type of magnetic transition displayed by some low-dimensional systems (e.g. displaying chains or layers as main topological motif) with competing magnetic interactions.[48] In a metamagnet, the net moments arising from intra-motif interactions are aligned antiparallel as a result of weak inter-motif antiferromagnetic (AFM) interactions to give rise to an AFM state. According to Carlin's book definition of metamagnet, the application of an external magnetic field can break up the AFM ordering and turn the system to a ferromagnetic (FM) state without going through a spin-flop state [48]. The Neel temperature ($T_N$) for AFM ordering and the critical field ($H_C$) for the metamagnetic transition are sensitive to the inter-motif interactions. At this point it is fair to comment that, after metamagnetic transition, we will show that the system does not become a FM state. The key concept is instead the competition between AFM and FM interactions that will directly affect the Boltzmann population of the distinct states that belong to the magnetic topology of a given molecular material and, thus, its magnetic response.

Regarding the BDTMe radical, Oakley and co-workers have reported both magnetic measurements (down to 2 K) and high quality crystal properties (at 35K, 100K and 293 K).[39,49,50] Early magnetic susceptibility ($\chi$) measurements indicated a significant FM surge in $\chi_T$ at low temperatures. In addition, it was reported that below 5K the material orders ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically depending on the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. In this paper we have investigated the microscopic $J_i$ magnetic exchange interactions in BDTMe by means of a First-Principles Bottom-Up (FPBU)[51,52] procedure using ab initio methods in order to understand its macroscopic magnetic behavior. Hence we use the standard static approach for both the interpretation and the simulation of the magnetic properties of the BDTMe material assuming that these properties can be obtained with a single static configuration (an X-Ray resolved structure or, alternatively, an optimized structure). Therefore, using the available X-Ray data, we have first characterized the magnetic topology of BDTMe in terms of all significant $J_i$ magnetic interactions. Surprisingly, the magnetic topology is found to be a three-dimensional (3D) $J_i$ network and does not change drastically as a function of temperature, i.e. it is preserved irrespective of using the crystallographic data at 35K or 100K. We have then calculated $\chi_T(T)$ and $M(H)$ and compared our data to experiment in order to assess whether the BDTMe system is well described. Finally, the study of $dM/dH(H)$ as a function of temperature has shed light to why BDTMe behaves as a metamagnet.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The First Principles Bottom-Up (FPBU) working strategy follows four steps.[51,52] First, one has to select all possible magnetically relevant pairs of radicals in the crystal by analysis of the crystal packing. As for the BDTMe crystal, the pairs of BDTMe radicals have been chosen in terms of the S···S distance, since the spin density of this radical is delocalized over S, N and C atoms (see Figure 1b). Accordingly, only i dimers (di) of BDTMe radicals whose S···S distance was shorter than a threshold distance of 8Å were selected. The choice of the BDTMe pairs has been conducted in order to include all exchange interactions that might be magnetically significant.[53]

It is then next required the computation of the radical-radical $J(di)$ interaction for each pair of radicals selected in the crystal, referred to as $J_i$ throughout the paper. The microscopic $J_i$ magnetic interaction is evaluated in terms of energy differences. The energy calculations were performed at DFT/UB3LYP[54,55] level as implemented in Gaussian[56]. The standard 6-311++G(d,p) basis set[57,58,59,60,61] was used in all energy calculations.

Once all intrinsic $J_i$ exchange couplings have been computed, one must propose the magnetic topology of the crystal in terms of all non-negligible $J_i$ magnetic interactions. In order to use Statistical Mechanics to calculate the macroscopic magnetic properties of the BDTMe crystal, one needs to select magnetic models. Specifically, the minimal magnetic model space is of crucial importance since it is the smallest set of $J_i$ interactions whose extension along ($a,b,c$) crystallographic axes would re-generate the whole magnetic topology.

Finally, having chosen the magnetic models, we construct the matrix representation that contains all $J_i$ values required to appropriately parameterize the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. Those resulting parameterized matrices are then fully diagonalized on the space of spin functions of the minimal magnetic model. The energy eigenvalues and corresponding spin numbers are obtained as a result. Those values allow us to calculate the magnetic susceptibility $\chi(T)$, heat capacity $C_p(T)$ and magnetization $M(H)$ data for each magnetic model using the corresponding expression provided by Statistical Mechanics.[62] Finally the calculated data is compared to the experimentally measured data to make sure the FPBU procedure has worked correctly.
Figure 2. Views of the crystal packing along: (a) $bc$ plane, and (b) $ac$ plane. Note that all $d1$-$d10$ selected pairs of BDTMe radicals are shown (MeN···NMe contacts are explicitly depicted). Color code for $i$ dimers (di) is preserved for $J_i$ magnetic interactions (namely, $d1$ in blue, $d2$ in turquoise, $d3$ in green, $d4$ in red, $d5$ in purple, $d6$-$d7$ in gray, $d8$ in black, $d9$ in brown, $d10$ in yellow).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The X-ray structure of the BDTMe crystal has been characterized at 35K, 100K and 293K [39,49,50]. It belongs to the orthorhombic space group P2$_1$2$_1$2$_1$ with unit cell parameters $a = 3.882$ Å, $b = 11.911$ Å, $c = 18.223$ Å (at 35K). The crystal packing was analyzed in terms of the shortest S···S distances between pairs of radicals. Only those $i$ dimers (di) whose minimum S···S distance was below 8 Å were selected (i.e. with centroid···centroid distance set to 11.5 Å). Such criterion suggested 10 possible dimers as candidates to evaluate the $J_i$ exchange interaction between pairs of BDTMe radicals (see inset of Figure 2 for $d1$-$d10$ pairs of radicals within the crystal, and Supporting Information Section 1 for depiction of isolated pairs of radicals and list of most relevant distances).

As mentioned in the Computational Details section, the quantitative estimation of the strength of the $J_i$ magnetic interactions between BDTMe radicals was carried out at unrestricted broken symmetry UB3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level using the geometry from the experimental crystal structures at 35K and 100K. The resulting data are in agreement with previous ab initio studies performed at a different level of theory (see Supporting Information Section 2).[39] Here we must stress that experimentally the susceptibility curve dependence over the entire range of temperatures could not be fitted to any model because there is no empirical model suited for the BDTMe magnetic topology here reported. Among the ten potential interactions, only seven had relevant $J_i$ values (see Table 1), irrespective of
Table 1. Calculated $J_i$ magnetic interactions between BDTMe radicals using 35K and 100K crystallographic data at UB3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>candidate</th>
<th>d(centroid···centroid) /Å</th>
<th>d(MeN···NMe) /Å</th>
<th>$d_{min}(S···S)$ /Å</th>
<th>$J_i^{35K}$ /cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$J_i^{100K}$ /cm$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d1</td>
<td>8.652</td>
<td>10.039</td>
<td>3.355</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d2</td>
<td>6.923</td>
<td>7.521</td>
<td>3.337</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d3</td>
<td>9.217</td>
<td>9.583</td>
<td>3.329</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d4</td>
<td>3.882</td>
<td>3.882</td>
<td>3.779</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d5</td>
<td>8.222</td>
<td>8.840</td>
<td>5.817</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d6</td>
<td>7.765</td>
<td>7.765</td>
<td>7.367</td>
<td>$&lt;</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d7</td>
<td>10.512</td>
<td>10.746</td>
<td>5.996</td>
<td>$&lt;</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d8</td>
<td>10.247</td>
<td>11.442</td>
<td>6.425</td>
<td>$&lt;</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d9</td>
<td>7.643</td>
<td>8.070</td>
<td>4.310</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d10</td>
<td>9.9462</td>
<td>9.917</td>
<td>3.641</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. View of the magnetic topology of BDTMe as a function of three dominant FM $J_4$, $J_1$, and $J_3$ interactions, and four weaker magnetic couplings: FM $J_{10}$ and AFM $J_2$, $J_9$ and $J_5$. For color code see Figure 2 caption. Note that each BDTMe radical has been replaced by a point site.

the experimental X-Ray structure (see Supporting Information Section 1 for discussion on value of $J$ magnetic interactions). The strongest calculated interactions ($J_1$, $J_2$ and $J_4$) correspond to FM couplings between pairs of radicals. In particular, $J_4$ interactions give rise to FM $\pi$-stacks, which run along the $a$-axis (in red in Figure 3). These FM $\pi$-stacks are then connected in zigzag by $J_1$ FM interactions (in blue in Figure 3), resulting in an almost.
Figure 4. (a) View of the magnetic topology parallel to the $bc$-plane with either FM or AFM labels highlighting the magnetic behavior of the significant exchange interactions. (b) Schematic representation of the spin alignment according to the strength of $J_i$ exchange interactions. The question marks illustrate the geometrical spin frustration encountered by the weakest AFM interactions. In both (a) and (b) the honeycomb-like connectivity of the main $J_i$ FM interactions between radicals is fully acknowledged.

isotropic spin ladder. Those spin ladders, in turn, interact ferromagnetically by means of $J_3$ along the $c$-axis (in green in Figure 3), yielding a three-dimensional (3D) FM topology. Note that the weaker $J_{10}$ FM interaction (in yellow in Figure 3) also runs along the $c$-axis. This 3D magnetic network is further coupled by three weaker AFM exchange interactions ($J_2$, $J_9$, and $J_5$ in turquoise, brown and purple in Figure 3) that are one order of magnitude smaller and connect spin ladders along the $ca$, $b$-axis. Therefore, the resulting magnetic topology is a rich network of mainly FM BDTMe···BDTMe interactions. However, there are competing weaker AFM contacts that might introduce certain degree of geometrical spin frustration since they cannot possibly satisfy the corresponding AFM coupling (see Figure 4 for a schematic representation of the spin alignment as a function of the strength of the computed $J_i$ exchange interactions). Let us stress here that this is not the first time we encounter this geometrical spin frustration,[47,63] which was found to introduce very interesting features to the studied molecule-based systems. Further, we have proved that the magnetic topology of BDTMe is a 3D network of FM and AFM spin couplings, contrary to the common accepted idea that metamagnetism is a special type of antiferromagnetism occurring in some low-dimensional systems (e.g. displaying chains or layers as topological
Due to the complex 3D magnetic topology of BDTMe (Figure 3), the magnetic building block could not be easily excised. Instead, simple magnetic models were tested (see Supporting Information Section 3) in order to understand the magnetic behavior and offer a more realistic view of the complex 3D system. Eventually, two models were finally chosen (see Figure 5a), both of them containing 16 radical molecules and the important magnetic interactions collected in Table 1. The first 2(4+4) model accounts for 2 connected spin ladders to consider the effect of the number of π-stacked radicals (a-axis). Each spin ladder has 4-radicals along the rail direction. The second 4(2+2) model accounts for 4 connected spin ladders and is meant to explore the cooperativity introduced by $J_3$. Note that previous studies showed that a 4-radical spin ladder model (i.e. with 2-radicals along the rail) was sufficient as minimal magnetic spin ladder model.[51,64,65]
Comparison between the experimental data and the computed magnetic susceptibility $\chi T$ as a function of temperature for the two models using Statistical Mechanics is shown in Figure 5b. In the experimental curve there is a rise in $\chi T$ below 100K and a sudden decrease at approximately 5K. This suggests a FM coupling at high temperatures and the onset of AFM interactions at low temperatures. Both models describe properly $\chi T$ at high temperatures. However, the low temperature region is not reproduced exactly. Yet, the $\chi T$ curves evidence the AFM coupling at low temperatures. Therefore, we could say that the high temperature region is described correctly, and there is a reasonable description at low temperatures. For the 2(4+4) model (Figure 5a, top), the $\pi$-stack $J_d$ rail (the strongest FM interaction) and $J_f$ rung interactions propagate. As a consequence, the $\chi T$ curve rises at higher temperatures compared to the 4(2+2) model (Figure 5a, bottom). Further, according to Figure 5b, the slope of the $\chi T$ curve using the 4(2+2) model resembles much more the experimental curve, although there is a temperature lag to reach the maximum $\chi T$ value. We believe that the calculated data is shifted by ca. 3K due to the fact that no periodic boundary conditions could be applied to the magnetic models. Therefore, although the magnetic model has limitations, the analysis of the $\chi T$ curves enables to conclude that the 4(2+2) model reproduces better the experimental results.

Previous experimental work [39] examined the isothermal magnetization at low temperatures for different applied magnetic fields. Below 5K (the temperature at which the experimental $\chi T$ data start to drop), the magnetization was observed to increase in the region of $H=6$-$8kOe$ which suggested a field dependence of the magnetic ordering of the FM $\pi$-stacks switching from AFM to FM. In order to clarify these results, calculations of the magnetization dependence on the applied magnetic field for different temperatures were carried out for the 4(2+2) model.

In agreement with experiment, a paramagnetic behavior for $M(H)$ is observed at $T \geq 10$ K, and the $M(H)$ curve raises more rapidly for $T=6$K (see green and red data in Figure 6a-b). However, for $T=2$K the magnetization does not reach full saturation at 1T ($H=10kOe$), as experimentally observed, but at 4T (see blue data in Figure 6a). In our simulations, full saturation at 1K and 0.5K is reached at $ca. 2$T (see purple and turquoise data in Figure 6a-b). It is at these temperatures that the $M(H)$ curve clearly shows the typical sigmoidal shape, where the $M(H)$ suffers a sudden increase with a small variation of the externally applied magnetic field. This feature became more apparent in the plot of $dM/dH$ versus $H$ (see Figure 6c), in which the critical field is found to be $ca. 0.7T$ ($H_c=7kOe$ instead of the
Figure 6. For the 4(2+2) model, plot of the normalized magnetization as $M(H)$ (a) from $-5T \leq H \leq 5T$ and (b) zoom in the range $-1$ to $+1$ T, and (c) $dM/dH(H)$. All simulations have been performed at five different temperatures, namely at $T = 0.5K$ (light blue), 1K (purple), 2K (blue), 6K (red) and 10K (green).

Experimental 6kOe). Note that $H_C$ is estimated as an average of the field at which a maximum $dM/dH$ value is reached. We must stress that this behavior is a classic signature of a metamagnetic system for the region between $H=0$-1T.[62,66,67,68,69,70,71,72] We are convinced that the estimated $H_C$ data does not quantitatively reproduce the experimental value due to the fact that no periodic boundary conditions could be applied to the magnetic models.

Experimentally, below 6 K and with low applied magnetic fields, it was suggested that the metamagnetic-like transition in BDTMe results from the presence of small AFM interactions among the radical $\pi$-stacks which could be considered as 1D FM $S=1/2$ chains. At higher fields (above 6 kOe), the direction of the magnetization of alternate chains was found to be reversed by the field. Specifically, all the FM chains became aligned in parallel, thereby producing a ferromagnetically ordered system. Yet we know that the magnetic topology of BDTMe does not consist of FM chains but of a 3D FM network. Therefore, the metamagnetic behavior of BDTMe is related to the presence of AFM interaction within the 3D FM topology of radicals. Also we have worked the magnetic topology out at 35K and 100K, and concluded that it is qualitatively preserved irrespective of the BDTMe characterization temperature. Accordingly, since the magnetic topology is the same for temperatures below 35K, the ground state GS must also be the same irrespective of the
temperature at which we study the BDTMe crystal. Therefore, revising the commonly accepted picture of a metamagnet explained as GS changing from AFM to FM, we here propose that it is the Boltzmann population of the different states the key concept: at 2K the ground singlet S=0 state has more weight (24%) than at 10K (1.5%). Therefore at 10K there is a very large number of excited spin states populated of multiplicity either different than S=0 (e.g. triplet, quartet, quintuplet, etc.) or alike. Let us stress here that the magnetic behavior of the charge-transfer (HMTTF)[Ni(mnt)₂] material was also rationalized solely in terms of the different Boltzmann population of diamagnetic and paramagnetic spin states as the temperature changes.[73] For BDTMe, the difference in populations translates into the metamagnetic transition. All these data enable us to conclude that changes in the AFM values of $J_2$, $J_5$ and $J_9$ will directly affect the population of the distinct states that belong to a given magnetic topology. It thus follows that the magnetic response of the BDTMe molecule-based metamagnet can be tuned by means of weak AFM interactions, which we have fully identified. One straightforward way to proceed could be to make minor modifications on the peripheral groups of the bisdithiazolyl unit, investigate the new magnetic responses at low temperature, and analyze how critically does the magnetism and the crystal packing depend on the chemical modifications. However appealing, the manipulation of these AFM interactions is at the very least a massive challenge that goes beyond the scope of this paper.

CONCLUSIONS

The BDTMe crystal is unveiled to display a 3D magnetic topology, contrary to the common idea that metamagnetism occurs in low-dimensional system. For BDTMe, the complex 3D network is mainly FM and consists of almost isotropic FM spin-ladders (whose rails are π-stacks of BDTMe radicals along the a-axis) coupled ferromagnetically (along the c-axis), irrespective of the characterization temperature. Besides, some weaker AFM interactions are found within the crystal packing, which are demonstrated to be crucial to understand the magnetic response of the BDTMe molecule-based crystal.

Different magnetic models have been tested in order to reproduce the macroscopic magnetic properties of the crystal (namely, magnetic susceptibility $\chi$ and magnetization $M$ as a function of temperature and field, respectively). As a result, the $\chi T(T)$ curve was not only fully reproduced at high temperatures, but also reasonably well described at low temperatures. In the latter region, our simulations predict a ca. 3K shift towards lower
temperatures compared to experiment referring to the temperature at which the calculated \( \chi T(T) \) data is maximum. Comparison of calculated and experimental M(H) data enables to conclude that the M(H) curve clearly shows the typical sigmoidal shape of a metamagnet at temperatures below \textit{ca.} 2K. This feature becomes more apparent in the plot of \( dM/dH(H) \), in which the critical field is found to be \textit{ca.} 0.7T (7kOe) in very good agreement with the experimental 6kOe.

The magnetic topology does not depend on the BDTMe characterization temperature. Accordingly, the ground state is the same irrespective of the temperature at which we study the BDTMe crystal. Revising the commonly accepted understanding of a metamagnet explained as ground state changing from AFM to FM, the Boltzmann population of the different states is suggested to be the key concept: at 2K the ground singlet state has more weight (24%) than at 10K (1.5%). This difference in populations translates into the metamagnetic transition for BDTMe molecule-based material. Our data enable us to conclude that changes in the AFM interactions that couple the 3D FM topology will directly affect the population of the distinct states that belong to a given magnetic topology and, in turn, its magnetic response.

From our study, one infers that the metamagnetic behavior in bisdithiazolyl-based materials may be due to the interchain weak interactions, which in the BDTMe case were inter-spin-ladder weak AFM couplings. We believe that this strategy could be valid for a wide range of similar sulfur-nitrogen heterocyclic ring compounds whose magnetism can be thus tuned by means of weak AFM interactions. It is therefore exceedingly important to determine the role of weak interactions over the magnetic behavior of a molecule-base material.
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